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Introduction
A-Gas plays a critical part in modern life, and people 
around the world come into contact with what we do 
every day.

A-Gas is the world leader in the supply and lifecycle 
management of refrigerants and associated products  
and services.

For 30 years, through our first-class recovery, 
reclamation and repurposing processes, we have 
been capturing gas for further reuse or safe 
destruction, preventing its harmful release                  
into the atmosphere.



Our Purpose

For 30 years, we have been protecting and enhancing 
the environment by effectively managing the lifecycle of 
refrigerants to build a sustainable future.

Leading global supplier of innovative solutions to the 
HVACR and fire protection industries.
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Our Strategy Achieving Success
• The global leader in gas acquisition and recovery.

• Market-leading lifecycle refrigerant management 
offering to build a more sustainable future.
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Lifecycle Refrigerant Management (LRM):

• Supplying the Lowest Global Warming Potential (GWP) products.

• Reducing leakage and venting of gases into the atmosphere by 
recovering and reclaiming existing materials.

• We are at the forefront of our industry for sustainability, 
embracing the circular economy.

Building a Sustainable Future

“Protect and enhance the environment by effectively 
managing the lifecycle of refrigerants.”



A-Gas has noted 2022 as a record year for refrigerant recovery 
and reclamation

• Totaling up all the used gases that the company's teams 
recovered, reclaimed or destroyed around the world can be 
expressed as the equivalent of taking 1.8 million vehicles off the 
road for a year or planting 123 million trees - making this year the 
company's best ever.

• The total number of carbon reductions last year was 8,617,743 
tCO2e, an increase of more than 1.1 million tonnes of CO2e 
compared to the 2021 figure. 

• Over a 12-month period, this is an impressive 15% increase.

Building a Sustainable Future



A-Gas Net-Zero Pledge

Zero Harm
Zero Leaks

Zero Emissions

• Encompasses our dedication to stay safe, protect our 
environment and prevent emissions to the atmosphere.

Towards Zero, Together

• A-Gas will be a net-zero company by 2035, and will reduce 
existing emissions by 50% by 2028.

Achieving net-zero is an ambitious target we cannot achieve 
alone, but together, we can.



Global Locations
850+ Employees

Excellence in key business processes | Global best practice sharing and learning | Simplification, digitalisation and productivity



European Locations
• A-Gas UK (Ltd.)
• A-Gas Nederland BV
• A-Gas Deutschland GmbH
• A-Gas Italia

International transfer network for HFC’s waste

• Poland
• Czech Republic
• Slovakia
• Hungary
• Bulgaria



Thank you

Visit our website for more information

www.agas.com
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